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Abstract. Client computer controlling remote server computer or devices is 

usual for industry and agriculture automation. A monitor software system 

adopted C/S frame based on new algorithms of compressing image including 

improved LZ77, LZSS, LZW is designed. The client computer obtains 

compressed desktop image of remote server then decompresses the image on 

the client window to fulfill some mouse and keyboard actions of remote 

servers. Advantage of the control system by the new compress algorithms is 

that size of compressed image is smaller and system response time is shorter.   
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1   Introduction 

Remote control system software is developed by C/S frame, which adopted new 

algorithms of compressing image. Client computer can perform some mouse and 

keyboard actions of multiple remote servers to control remote terminal devices. First, 

Compressed desktop bitmap of remote server is transformed  to a view of client 

computer, then the client decompresses the bitmap and displays the bitmap in the 

view, so the client can fulfill all kinds of operations of servers ,such as starting or 

shutting down computer, opening files of servers etc. The client can monitor multiple 

remote servers by creating one view for every server. This remote control system 

takes shorter response time and less network traffic than other popular remote control 

systems. 



2   Frame of Remote Control System 

The remote control system adopts the popular C/S frame. Design of network 

communication bases on Winsock API of Microsoft windows system. The control 

system makes use of the recent improved algorithms of compressing image including 

LZ77, LZSS, LZW. The server computer compresses own desktop bitmap by some 

compressing algorithm and sends the compressed image to the client computer. After 

the client has received compressed bitmap then decompress the image, the client 

displays the image on a view of client window. In this view, the client executes mouse 

and keyboard actions which synchronously transmit to the server and server will 

execute same actions. The remote control system chooses VC++ Multi-document 

program. The system creates a new view when it controls a new server. Every server 

has a corresponding view of the client monitoring own desktop. It looks like a Trojan, 

but our purpose is beneficial for industry and agriculture automation. 
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 TCP/IP is used for communication protocol of servers and client. Win socket 

classes are selected for developing this software.  



3   Design of Server 

Server program is set up in computer monitored. Server creates a thread received 

messages from the client, will send local compressed desktop bitmap to client and 

executes commands from client selected some compressing algorithm. The flowing 

codes show us the thread how to handle all kind of commands from client.  

int CSeverThread:: Receive(BYTE *chMsgData, int nLen) 

{//execute codes after received commands from client. 

  int nRet = 0; 

switch(MsgData [0])//First char represent type of command 

 { 

  case MSG_GET_DIB://Get desktop bitmap of server  

//computer 

   if(SendDIBThread != NULL)//Terminated it , if  

//thread has being run. 

  { 

   ::TerminateThread(SendDIBThread->m_hThread, 0); 

   ::WaitForSingleObject(SendDIBThread->m_hThread,  

                              INFINITE); 

//keep synchronizing 

    pSendDIBThread = NULL; 

  } 

pSendDIBThread = AfxBeginThread(SendDIBThread, 

(LPVOID)m_sckClient); 

// Start up new thread that send desktop bitmap of 

//server computer to client. 

  } 

  break ; 

 case MSG_MOUSE_MOVE://Received mouse action 

 //from client and move mouse focus. 

  { 

   POINT point; 

   point.x = *((int *)(chMsgData+1));  

  point.y = *((int *)( chMsgData  

+1+sizeof(int)));//Move mouse focus to  



//Mouse moves to new position based on commands of  

//client computer. 

   MouseMove(point);//Set new position of mouse 

// focus. 

 SendMSGData(m_sckClient， NULL, 0,  

PL_TEMP);//Send message that 

//mouse action has been finished. 

  } 

  break; 

//other commands. 

 } 

The following chart shows client how to control remote server computer. 
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Figure 2 How servers to execute commands from the client 
 

Server has started up two threads, one of them handles all commands of the client 

and other of them is responsible for sending desktop bitmap of server computer to the 

client. The last thread sends desktop bitmap of server computer based on one of three 

new algorithms of compressing image including improved LZ77, LZSS, LZW. 

Because of adopted new compressing algorithms, Size of compressed image is 

smaller and system response time is shorter.  



4   Design of Client  

Design of client uses the frame of multiple documents of VC++, the client can control 

multiple servers. The client creates new view display the bitmap after the client has 

received the compressed desktop bitmap of server computer and new document 

manage the data from server. Client managers can switch all of the views and control 

all servers. Improved algorithm LZSS is introduced by Wang, L.[3]，improved 

algorithm LZW is introduced by Lan,B.[4] 

Next, we will show the details how client to control mouse actions of remote 

server computer. The client displays the bitmap in a view of the client after the client 

has received the desktop bitmap of server. When the client move mouse point in the 

view, the new position of mouse focus will transmit to server, and the server has 

received the new position and will do the same things as the client, which moves the 

mouse focus to the same position as in the view of the client. The following figure 3 

shows the procedure of the client moving mouse focus of server.  
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Figure 3 How the client to control mouse actions of servers 
 

To sure that the same mouse actions have been executed by the client and servers, 

we use the GetCurPos() function to get position of  mouse focus of the view of 

client, and mouse_event function in the server thread moves the mouse focus of 

server computer to the same position.  

Other control of actions, such as keyboard actions have the similar procedures will 

be not explained any more. 

5   Conclusions  

Our remote control system compares with some popular remote control systems in 

Chinese market by local network, takes less response time. 



                 Response time of several systems  

Monitor System Average Response Time 

RV-3000 354.5 ms 

ZWPIC-GP 313.4 ms 

Our System 254.1 ms 

Here, we explained main parts of a remote control system which adopted new 

image compressing algorithms. This remote control system takes shorter response 

time and less network traffic than other similar remote control systems.  
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